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Abstract. The topic is a variant of first-order logic defined in the framework of sets with atoms, which allows formulas to use orbit-finite boolean
operations. The main contribution is a notion of model for this logic,
which admits the compactness theorem.
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Introduction

This paper studies a variant of first-order logic in sets with atoms (also known as
nominal sets, also known as Fraenkel-Mostowski sets, also known as permutation
models). The logic was introduced in [3], its intention is to describe properties
of objects such as data words, data trees, or data graphs. The focus of [3] was
the study of finite models, i.e. the logic made most sense for finite data words,
finite data trees, and finite data graphs. When studying infinite objects, such
as infinite data words, the approach from [3] runs against difficulties, e.g. the
compactness theorem does not hold. The goal of this paper is a more thorough
model-theoretic study of that logic, with a focus on the problems with infinite
structures. This paper proposes a different semantics of first-order logic than
the one in [3], which admits compactness, and has a sound and complete proof
system.
Apart from the technical results on the logic, this paper discusses how to
model and how not to model objects that talk about infinitely many atoms, while
respecting the finite support constraint in the definition of sets with atoms. The
running example in this paper is infinite data words: how can they be modelled
using sets with atoms, and how logics can be used to express their properties.
Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Nathanaël Fijalkow, Bartosz Klin,
Sawomir Lasota, and especially Szymon Toruńczyk for inspiring discussions.
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Sets with atoms

Sets with atoms were introduced in set theory by Fraenkel in 1922 and rediscovered for the computer science community, by Gabbay and Pitts [5]. Sets with
atoms are now widely studied in the semantics community, under the name of
nominal sets, see the book [9]. This paper is part of a research programme which
studies a notion of finiteness which only makes sense in sets with atoms, called
?
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“orbit-finiteness”. The research programme is to see what happens to discrete
mathematics when sets are replaced by sets with atoms, and finiteness is replaces
by orbit-finiteness. Two examples of this research programme include the study
of finite automata in [2], and the study of programming languages [4].
What are sets with atoms? Sets with atoms are an extended notion of a set –
such sets are allowed to contain “atoms”. The existence of atoms is postulated
as an axiom. The key role in the theory is played by automorphisms of atoms.
For instance, if a, b, c, d are atoms, and the atoms have no structure except for
equality, then the sets
{a, {a, b, c}, {a, c}}

{b, {b, c, d}, {b, d}}

are equal up to automorphisms of atoms. If the atoms are real numbers, equipped
with the successor relation x = y + 1 and linear order x < y, then the sets
{−1, 0, 0.3}

{5.2, 6.2, 6.32}

are equal up to automorphism of the atoms, but the sets
{0, 2}

{5.3, 8.3}

are not.
The formal definition is parametrized by a notion of atoms, which is given
as a relational structure, and induces a notion of automorphism. (One can also
consider atoms with function symbols, but we do not do this here.) A set with
atoms is any set that can contain atoms or other sets with atoms, in a wellfounded way1 . The key notion is the notion of a legal set of atoms, defined
below. Suppose that X is a set with atoms. If π is an automorphism of atoms,
then π can be applied to X, by renaming all atoms that appear in X, and appear
in elements of X, and so on. We say that a set S of atoms is a support of the
set X if X is invariant under every automorphism of atoms which is the identity
on S. (For instance, the set of all atoms is supported by the empty set, because
every automorphism maps the set to itself.) A set with atoms is called legal if it
has some finite support, each of its elements has some finite support, and so on
recursively.
Orbit-finiteness. Sets with atoms are a good abstraction for some infinite systems
because they have a more relaxed notion of finiteness, which requires finitely
many elements, but only up to automorphisms of atoms. More precisely, we say
that a set with atoms X is orbit-finite if it is included in a union of finitely many
single-orbit sets. A single orbit set is obtained from an element x (which may
itself be a set) by applying all possible atom automorphisms.
Consider for example sets with atoms where the atoms have no structure,
and therefore automorphisms are arbitrary permutations. The set of atoms itself
1

Formally speaking, sets with atoms are defined by induction on their rank, which is
an ordinal number. Sets of a given rank can contain atoms and sets of lower rank.
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is orbit-finite, actually has only one orbit, because every atom can be mapped to
every other atom by a permutation. Likewise, the set of pairs of atoms has two
elements up to permutation, namely (a, a) and (a, b) for a 6= b. The set of triples
of atoms has five orbits: all coordinates are equal, all coordinates are distinct,
and three orbits where exactly two coordinates are equal.
Homogeneous structure. A structure is called homogeneous if every finite partial
automorphism (i.e. an isomorphism between two finite substructures) can be
extended to a full automorphism. Examples of homogeneous structures include:
the natural numbers with only equality (we call this the equality atoms), and
the ordered rational numbers (we call this the total order atoms). We assume
in this paper that the atom structure is a countable homogeneous relational
structure over a finite relational vocabulary. This guarantees that the notion of
orbit-finiteness is relatively well behaved, e.g. orbit-finite sets are closed under
finite Cartesian products and finitely-supported subsets.

3

First-order logic and flat models

The topic of this paper is a study of first-order logic in sets with atoms. In this
section, we take a first attempt at defining first-order logic and the models that
it will be evaluated in. Later in the paper, we will present more sophisticated
versions of both the logic and the models.
We are interested mainly in legal sets with atoms, and therefore we adopt
the convention that, unless otherwise stated, all sets with atoms are implicitly
assumed to be legal, such as in the following definition. The definition of vocabulary is the same as usual, only sets are required to be sets with atoms. A
vocabulary is any set with atoms Σ, whose elements are called predicates, together with a finitely supported arity function, which maps predicates of Σ to
their arities, which are natural numbers. We will write Σn for the set of n-ary
predicates, i.e. the inverse image of n under the arity function. In this paper, we
only study countable vocabularies.
Running example. [A vocabulary for describing data words] In a running example, we will talk about infinite data words. The idea is to model an ω-word
(i.e. positions are the natural numbers) where each position is labelled by an
atom. The vocabulary for this will contain one binary predicate x < y (which
will be used to order the positions), and one unary predicate a(x) for every atom
a ∈ A (which will be used to determine the labels of the positions). Observe that
this vocabulary is infinite, but orbit-finite. The predicate x < y is a singleton
orbit, while all the predicates a(x) are in the same orbit. 
3.1

Flat models and stand first-order logic

Flat models. A flat model is obtained by taking the standard definition of a
model and interpreting it in sets with atoms. As we shall later see, this notion
of model does not behave as well as the standard notion of model.
A flat model A over a vocabulary Σ consists of
3

– A set with atoms A called the universe of the model.
– For every predicate R ∈ Σ, an interpretation RA ⊆ Aarity(n) .
A flat model is a special case of a set with atoms (it is a pair of a set and
a set of interpretations functions). In this special case, legality means: a) the
universe should be finitely supported; b) for every R, the set RA should be
finitely supported; and c) the function R 7→ RA must also be finitely supported,
as a function from the vocabulary to sets of tuples of elements in the universe.
However, legal flat models turn out to be so weak that we will consider
possibly illegal flat models in some constructions. That is why, for flat models,
we make an exception to the convention that every object is implicitly legal, and
explicitly write “legal flat model” or “possibly illegal flat model”.
Running example. [Legal flat model describe only data words with finitely many
atoms] Consider an infinite word over the alphabet of the atoms
w = a1 a2 · · · ∈ Aω .
Such a word is a function from natural numbers to atoms. In this case, legality
means that only finitely many different atoms can appear in the word.
Based on the word w, we can define a flat model, denoted by w, as follows.
The universe is the natural numbers, with < is interpreted as the usual order
on natural numbers. For every atom a ∈ A, the interpretation aw is the set of
positions in w that have label a. It is not difficult to see that w is a flat model,
which is legal as long as w was legal.
What would happen if we tried to define w for a word w with infinitely many
different atoms? For instance, what about a word that is an enumeration of
all atoms (i.e. every atom appears on exactly one position)? For such a word,
every individual predicate interpretation aw is a finitely supported set, namely
it contains one natural number (the number of the atom a in the enumeration).
What is wrong is that the function
a∈A

7→

aw ⊆ N

is not finitely supported. 
First-order logic. To express properties of flat models, we can use standard firstorder logic. Formulas can be built out of the predicates in the vocabulary, using
standard logical operations ∨, ∧, ¬, ∃ and ∀. Semantics in flat models are defined
in the standard way, by induction on the structure of formulas. This definition
ignores the additional structure of flat models and vocabularies, namely the
possibility of acting on both by using atom automorphisms.
Running example. [First-order definable properties of data words] Suppose taht
a is an atom, and consider the formula
∀x∃y

x < y ∧ a(x).

When evaluated in a structure of the form w, as defined in Example 3.1, the
formula says that the atom a appears infinitely often. 
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A single formula of first-order logic can only use only finitely many predicates
from the vocabulary. Therefore, as far as using a single formula of the logic is
concerned, it makes little sense to have a flat model specify the interpretations of
all predicates in an infinite vocabulary. The infinite vocabulary does make sense
when we consider an infinite set of formulas, as we will do in the Section 3.2, or
when we consider a variant of first order-logic that admits orbit-finite boolean
operations, as we will do starting with Section 4.
3.2

Compactness fails in legal flat models

We have already identified one problem with legal flat models: they can only
model data words with finitely many distinct atoms, which means they are insufficient to model interesting data words. Here we identify another, related,
problem: the compactness theorem fails.
Running example. [Compactness fails for legal flat models.] Let ϕ< be a formula
which says that < is a linear order. Let Γ be the following set of formulas:
{ϕ< }

∪

{∃x a(x)}a∈A

∪

{∀x a(x) ⇒ ¬b(x)}a6=b∈A .

When seen as an infinite conjunction of formulas, the set Γ says that every atom
appears exactly once as a label of a position. Observe that Γ is infinite, but orbitfinite (three orbits). We will show that every finite subset of Γ is satisfiable in a
legal flat model, but Γ itself is not, and therefore compactness fails for legal flat
models.
Every finite subset ∆ ⊆ Γ is satisfiable in a finite linear order where the
positions are labelled by the atoms that appear in ∆.
To prove that the whole set Γ has no legal flat model, imagine for the sake
of contradiction that it does have a legal flat model A. Suppose that S is a finite
support of the model. Based on the model, we define a relation <A on atoms as
follows: a <A b if there are elements x, y in the universe of the model A such
that
x ∈ aA

y ∈ bA

x <A y.

The function A 7→<A is a ∅-supported function from legal flat models to relations
on the atoms, and therefore if A is finitely supported then also <A is finitely
supported. By the properties axiomatised in Γ , the relation <A must be a linear
order on atoms. But a finitely supported linear order on the (equality) atoms
does not exist. Indeed, if S were the support of such an order, then for atoms
a, b 6∈ S, the automorphism π which swaps a with b fixes all atoms in S, and
witnesses
a <A b

iff

b = π(a) <A a = π(b).

This proves that Γ has no legal flat model.
Observe that the reasoning above is specific to the equality atoms (because
we assumed that there is some automorphism that fixes S and swaps atoms
5

a and b). Indeed, the set Γ does have a legal flat model when the total order
atoms are used. The universe is the atoms, ordered by their built-in order, and
the interpretation says that each atom is labelled by itself,
aA = {a},
which is an ∅-supported interpretation. The model we have just described is
not a data word because the positions are densely ordered. If we extended the
formula ϕ< to also say that every position has a successor, then we would have
an example for failure of compactness in the total order atoms, because the total
order atoms cannot be ordered in a finitely supported way so that every atom
has a successor. 
The failure of compactness is actually related to the weak modelling power of
legal flat models. Indeed, as illustrated in the example, the compactness theorem
would imply that some legal flat model represents a data word where all positions
have different data values.
The statement of the compactness theorem, for which we presented a counterexample above, would be: “if every finite subset of Γ has a legal flat model,
then also Γ has a legal flat model.” One could imagine a weaker form the theorem, with a stronger assumption: “if every orbit-finite subset of Γ has a legal flat
model, then also Γ has a legal flat model.” The counterexample above no longer
works, because the set Γ , which has no legal flat models, is already orbit-finite
itself. The weaker statement is also false.
Running example. [Orbit-finite compactness also fails for legal flat models.] Let
ϕsucc be a formula which says that every element has a <-successor:

∀x∃y x < y ∧ ∀z (z ≤ x ∨ z ≥ y) .
For n ∈ N, define succn (x, y) to be the formula which says that y is the n-fold
successor of y. For every n ∈ N, define Γn to be the set of formulas, which says
that positions at distance n have different labels:
{∀x∀y succn (x, y) ⇒ ¬(a(x) ∧ a(y))}a∈A .
Define Γ to be ϕ< , ϕsucc , together with the union of all Γn . We claim that every
orbit-finite subset of Γ has a legal flat model, but Γ itself has no legal flat model.
For an orbit-finite subset ∆ ⊆ Γ , let n be the biggest number such that
Γn ∩ ∆ 6= ∅.
We define the model for ∆ to be the ultimately periodic data word, which uses
n + 1 atoms a1 , . . . , an+1 in a periodic arrangement.
To prove that Γ itself has no legal flat model, use a reasoning similar to the
one in the previous example. Choose some element x1 of the universe, and let
a1 be its (unique) label. By following successors, we get infinitely many distinct
atoms a2 , a3 , . . . together with a linear order. 
6

4

First-order logic with orbit-finite boolean operations

This section, presents another variant of first-order logic, which was introduced
in [3]. The motivation behind this logic is two-fold. First, the logic is more
expressive. Second, it is a natural variant of first-order logic consistent with
the paradigm of replacing “finite” by “orbit-finite”. The central question of this
paper is finding the right semantics for this richer logic.
Definition of the logic. Since the vocabulary is a set with atoms, it makes sense to
apply atom automorphisms to predicates in the vocabulary, and therefore also to
formulas built out of these predicates. Therefore it makes sense to say that a set
of formulas is orbit-finite. Suppose that we extend first-order logic, as defined
previously, by allowing the boolean connectives (disjunction and conjunction)
to take range over a (legal) orbit-finite set of formulas. Call the resulting logic
first-order logic with orbit-finite boolean operations.
Observe that first-order logic with orbit-finite boolean operations can be
seen as a fragment of Lω1 ω . Recall that Lω1 ω is a variant of first-order logic
which allows boolean operations ranging over countable sets of formulas. Since
the atoms are assumed to be countable, orbit-finite sets are also countable, and
therefore our logic is a special case of Lω1 ω . One of the differences is that Lω1 ω
has uncountably many formulas, while there are only countably many formulas
of first-order logic with orbit-finite boolean operations (under the assumption
that the vocabulary is countable).
Example 1. Suppose that the vocabulary has one unary predicate a(x) for every
atom a, as in the running example. We write a formula with one free variable
x, which holds in positions that satisfy at most one unary predicate of the form
a(x).
For an atom a, consider the set of formulas
def

Γa = {¬b(x) : b 6= a}.
This set is legal (supported by a), and also orbit-finite (it is included in the
single-orbit set {a(x) : a ∈ A}). Therefore, we are allowed to form a new formula
by taking the disjunction over Γa . We adopt a notational convention where this
formula is denoted by
def

ϕa =

^

¬b(x).

b∈A−{a}

Generally speaking, the notational convention says that if I is an orbit-finite set
and iV7→ ϕi is a finitely supportedVfunction from I to already defined formulas,
then i∈I ϕi denotes the formula {ϕi : i ∈ I}.
To the formula ϕa , we can also apply an atom automorphism, by applying
the automorphism to every conjunct in parallel. It is not difficult to see that
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if an atom automorphism maps the atom a to the atom a0 , then it maps the
formula ϕa to the formula ϕa0 . It follows that the set
def

Γ = {ϕa : a ∈ A}
is itself orbit-finite, namely it is one orbit under the action of automorphisms.
Therefore, we are allowed to form a new formula by taking the disjunction over
this set. This formula, according to our notational convention, is denoted by
_ ^
¬b(x).
a∈A b∈A−{a}

It says that position x satisfies at most one predicate of the form a(x).
Semantics. As mentioned above, the central question of this paper is about the
“right” semantics of first-order logic with orbit-finite boolean operations.
One idea for the semantics is to use flat models. A formula of first-order
logic with orbit-finite boolean operations can be evaluated in a flat model, be
it legal or not. The definition is standard,Wand can be seen as a special case of
logics with infinitary boolean operations: i∈I ϕi is true in a flat model (under
an appropriateVevaluation of the free variables) if and only if ϕi is true for some
i; likewise for .
Running example. Recall the set of formulas Γ from Example 3.2, which said
that the universe is totally ordered, every atom a labels some position, and every
position is labelled by at most one atom. In the example, we showed that there
is no legal flat model
which satisfies all formulas from Γ . Since Γ is orbit-finite,
V
its conjunction Γ is a well-formed formula of first-order logic with orbit-finite
boolean operations. This formula is not satisfied in any legal flat model. On the
other hand, the formula can be satisfied in illegal flat models, e.g. a model of
the form w where w is an enumeration of all atoms. 
So far, we have two candidates for the semantics: satisfiability in legal flat
models, and satisfiability in possibly illegal flat models. The first definition fails
the compactness theorem, while the second definition uses notions that are not
allowed in sets with atoms (as we shall later see, the second definition does admit
the compactness theorem). The rest of this paper presents arguments in favour
of the second definition. Section 5, presents a proof system which is sound and
complete for the second definition. Section 6 defines stratified models, which are
legal objects that satisfy the same formulas as possibly illegal flat models.
Differences with [3]. The syntax of first-order logic with orbit-finite boolean
operations and its semantics are the same as in [3], except that [3] made the
following restrictions, which are lifted in this paper:
– In [3], all elements in the universe of a relational structure are required to
have empty support, which means that if x is an element of the universe and
π is an atom automorphism, then π(x) = x.
8

– In [3], there is a finite partition Σ = Σ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Σn of the vocabulary vocabulary. For every block Σi all predicates in Σi have the same arity, call it ni ,
and a given ni -tuple can satisfy at most one predicate from Σi .
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A proof system

Consider sequent calculus, with the only difference being that the rules for
Boolean operations are adapted to cover the orbit-finite arity of the operations.
The rule for introducing ∨ becomes
Γ ` ϕi , ∆ for some i ∈ I
W
(introduce ∨),
Γ ` i∈I ϕi , ∆
while the rule for eliminating ∨ requires an orbit-finite set of premises
Γ, ϕi ` ψ, ∆ for all i ∈ I
W
(eliminate ∨).
Γ, i∈I ` ψ, ∆
A proof is defined to be a well-founded tree2 , where nodes are labelled by
sequents. Every node and its children must be consistent with one of the proof
rules in the standard way, with one subtle difference to be described later. The
tree together with the labelling by sequents must be finitely supported, i.e. a
legal set with atoms. Note that the requirement on the proof tree being finitely
supported implies that if a node in the proof tree has an orbit-finite set of children
proving different sequents, then the dependence of the sub-proof on the sequent
must be finitely supported.
The subtle difference in the definition of proofs concerns the proof rules
that require their premise to be true for “some i ∈ I”, namely the proof rules
“introduce ∨” and “eliminate ∧”. As opposed to the standard sequent calculus, a
proof in our system is allowed to have some redundancy, by proving the premise
for more than one i ∈ I. In other words, a more exact wording for the “introduce
∨” rule would be
Γ ` ϕi for all i in a nonempty subset of I
W
(introduce ∨).
Γ ` i∈I ϕi
The need for redundancy is illustrated in the following example.
Example 2. Consider the total order atoms. This example is essentially in propositional logic, since all predicates have arity zero. The vocabulary has one zeroary predicate Pa,b for every pair of distinct atoms a < b; the vocabulary has one
orbit. We prove the following sequent
^
^
^
_
Pa,b
`
Pa,b .
(1)
a∈A b∈A,b>a
2

a∈A b∈A,b>a

Without orbit-finite boolean operations, one can also use proofs which are sequences
of sequents, such that each sequent follows from earlier sequents via proof rules.
Such proofs will not work with orbit-finite operations, since in some cases they
would require imposing a linear order on the atoms.
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We use the rule for introducing ∧, which means that the root of the proof tree
for (1) has one child per atom a ∈ A, containing a proof of the sequent
^

^

`

Pa,b

a∈A b∈A,b>a

_

Pa,b .

(2)

b∈A,b>a

Since the proof for (1) must be legal, the proof (2) must depend on a in a finitely
supported way. (More precisely, the function that maps a to the proof of (2) must
be a finitely supported function from atoms to proofs). This is why we can not
choose, for every a, some unique b 6= a, because this can not be done in a finitely
supported way. (This is why we use total order atoms. In the equality atoms,
there is a finitely supported, but not emptily supported, function that maps
every atom to some other atom. Namely, choose two atoms b1 , b2 , and then that
maps b1 to b2 and all other atoms to b1 .) Therefore, the proof of (2) will have
one child per b > a, containing a proof of
^ ^
Pa,b
`
Pa,b .
(3)
a∈A b>a

In particular, the proof for (2) has infinitely many child sub-proofs (although
one orbit of them), even though just one would be enough.
The definition of a proof requires the tree to be well-founded; but there might
be paths of unbounded length since the tree is not finitely branching (only orbitfinitely branching). One can show that if a sequent has a proof, then it has a
proof with an orbit-finite set of nodes, and depth bounded by some natural
number.
Completeness and compactness The following theorem shows that the proof
system is sound and complete with respect to semantics in (possibly illegal) flat
models.
Theorem 1 (Completeness). Let Γ be a finitely supported set of sentences
of first-order logic with orbit-finite boolean operations, and ϕ a single sentence.
There is a proof of Γ ` ϕ if and only if ϕ is satisfied in every (possibly illegal)
flat model which satisfies all sentences from Γ .
The theorem can be proved using the Henkin constant saturation method,
to be found in logic textbooks, e.g. [1]. Below we show that the logic also has
compactness. Note the difference with Lω1 ω , which has completeness (under
the assumption that Γ is countable), but does not have compactness (even for
countable Γ ), see [8].
Corollary 1 (Compactness). Let Γ be a finitely supported set of sentences of
first-order logic with orbit-finite boolean operations. If every orbit-finite subset
of Γ is satisfied by a (possibly illegal) flat model, then also Γ is satisfied by a
(possibly illegal) flat model.
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Proof (sketch). Toward a contradiction, assume that Γ is not satisfied by any
(possibly illegal) flat model. Then, by the right-to-left implication in Theorem 1,
there is a proof of Γ ` ⊥. As remarked before, this proof can be chosen so that it
is orbit-finite, and therefore only uses an orbit-finite number of premises from Γ .
By the left-to-right implication in Theorem 1, these premises cannot be satisfied
in any (possibly illegal) flat model, a contradiction with the assumption.
Example 3. In Corollary 1, the assumption is that all orbit-finite subsets of Γ
are satisfied by (possibly illegal) flat models. The statement is no longer true
when this assumption is weakened to finite subsets. Consider a W
set Γ of formulas
which has one formula Pa for every atom, and also the formula a∈A ¬Pa . Every
finite subset of Γ is satisfied by a flat model, even a legal one. The whole set is
not satisfied in any (possibly illegal) flat model.

6

Stratified models

As we have seen in Theorem 1, the “natural” proof system coincides with the
semantics in possibly illegal flat models3 . In this section, we present an alternative semantics, which only uses legal sets with atoms, and which is equivalent to
the semantics in possibly illegal flat models, and therefore is equivalent to the
proof system4 .
The general idea is to present a possibly illegal flat model by giving a set of
finitely supported local versions of the model. A local version does not contain
full information about the model, but it does have sufficient information to
evaluate formulas with a given support. When one needs to evaluate formulas
with a bigger support, then a more precise local view can be taken. The local
views need to be consistent with each other; our notion of consistency is modelled
using a variant of directed sets, as presented below.

6.1

Ultimately directed sets

Suppose that V is a partially ordered legal set with atoms, which means that
both the underlying set and the partial order are legal sets with atoms. If S is
a set of atoms, then we say that v ∈ V is S-greater than w ∈ V if π(v) ≥ w
holds for some automorphism π that fixes S. We say that V is S-directed if for
every two elements of v1 , v2 ∈ V , some element of v ∈ V is S-greater than both
of them. This definition is illustrated below:
3

4

The dual approach would be to find a proof system that coincides with the semantics
in legal flat models. It seems that this is the approach taken in [6], although for a
different (and intuitionistic) logic, so the exact connection is not clear to the author.
Another idea would be to somehow relax, but not completely lift, the finite support
condition in the definition of sets with atoms so that some interesting illegal flat
models become legal. Such an approach is pursued in [7].
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The bigger S becomes, the more difficult it is to be S-directed, because of the
requirements on π1 and π2 . The standard notion of directed set is recovered in
the limit, when S is the set of all atoms.
Define V |≥v to be V restricted to elements that are greater or equal to v. A
set V is called ultimately directed if for every v ∈ V and every finite set of atoms
S, there is some w ≥ v such that V |≥w is S-directed.
Example 4. Consider the equality atoms. The set A∗ with the prefix ordering is
not ∅-directed, because the words aab and abb cannot be extended to words in the
same orbit. If we restrict A∗ to words where each letter appears exactly once, call
this set A(∗) , then the set becomes ∅-directed; it even has a stronger property:
every two elements are comparable up to atom automorphisms. Furthermore,
if a1 · · · an is a finite word in A(∗) , then A(∗) |≥a1 ···an is {a1 , . . . , an }-directed. It
follows that A(∗) is ultimately directed.
Example 5. This example generalises the previous one to arbitrary atom structures, e.g. the total order atoms. Choose some non-repeating enumeration of the
atoms a1 a2 · · · . We claim that
V = {π(a1 · · · an ) : n ∈ N, π is an atom automorphism.},
equipped with the prefix order, is ultimately directed. (Although the enumeration of atoms is not a legal object, the set V that it yields is.) It is not difficult
to see that for every b1 · · · bn ∈ V , the set V |≥b1 ···bn is S-directed if and only if
S ⊆ {b1 , . . . , bn }. This implies that V itself is ultimately directed.
Actually, we did not even use the property that a1 a2 · · · was an enumeration
of all atoms, it could even have been an enumeration of some infinite subset of
the atoms. However, when the enumeration does use all the atoms, it has the
following property: for every v ∈ V and every finite set of atoms S, there is some
node w ≥ v such w supports all the atoms in S (i.e. an automorphism of the
atoms that fixes w must also fix all atoms in S). This additional property will
be useful in some constructions.
A disadvantage of the previous example was that it required some enumeration of the atoms, which is an illegal object. This can be avoided by using a
hack called a fake atom structure. A fake atom structure is defined to be an
isomorphic copy of the atom structure, but where all elements of the universe
have empty support. In particular, even infinite subsets of fake atom structure
are legal.
Example 6. Consider the equality atoms. Recall the standard set-theoretic encoding of natural numbers, where for instance 2 is encoded by {∅, {∅}}. Each
12

natural number is built without using atoms, and therefore the relational structure (N, =) is an example of a fake atom structure for the equality atoms: it is
constructed inside legal sets with atoms, does not use atoms, but is isomorphic to
the atom structure (a countable set of abstract atoms with equality only). Note
that any isomorphism of this fake atom structure with the real atom structure
would itself be an illegal object, since it would in particular induce an order on
the atoms.
Example 7. Choose some fake atom structure, and let V be the set of isomorphisms between finite substructures of the fake atoms, and finite substructures of
the atoms, ordered by extension. One can think of a partial isomorphism f ∈ V
as a finite tuple of atoms, indexed by finitely many many elements from the
universe of the fake atom structure.
Claim. For every f ∈ V with range S, V |≥f is S-directed.
The claim implies that V is ultimately directed. This is because for every
finite set of atoms S, every element of V can be extended so that its range
includes S.
6.2

Stratified models

We now propose our definition of models which will turn out to be equivalent
to (possibly illegal) flat models. Let S be a finite set of atoms. An S-stratified
model over a vocabulary Σ consists of
– The frame. An partially ordered set with atoms V which is called the frame.
The frame must be countable, S-directed and ultimately directed, and have
a least element called the root. Elements of the frame are called nodes.
– The local models. A labelling which maps each node v of the frame to
a legal flat model A(v), called the local model in v, whose vocabulary is a
subset of Σ. This labelling must satisfy the following conditions:
1. The labelling function v 7→ A(v) is weakly S-supported, which means
that it can be extended to some S-supported function.
2. If w ≥ v, then the local model in w extends the local model in v in
the following sense. The universe of A(v) is a subset of the universe of
A(w), and the interpretation of A(v) is obtained from the interpretation
of A(w) by restricting to the vocabulary and universe of A(v).
3. For every predicate R in Σ there is a node w ≥ v such that R is in the
vocabulary of the local model in w.
If v is a node in the frame of an S-stratified model A, then the submodel in
node v, denoted by A|≥v , is defined by restricting the frame to nodes greater
or equal to v, and keeping the same labelling by local models. Submodels of an
S-stratified model are also S-stratified.
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Semantics in stratified models. We now define the semantics of first-order logic
with orbit-finite boolean operations in stratified models. Suppose that A is an
S-stratified model and ϕ is an S-supported formula. If ϕ has free variables, then
we also need a valuation ν, which maps the free variables of the formula to Ssupported elements in the universe of the local model in the root of A. Given
these ingredients, we can define the truth value, which is denoted by a triple
turnstile
A, ν

ϕ.

We underline that the above is only defined when both the formula ϕ and the
valuation ν are supported by the parameter S such that A is an S-stratified
model. The definition is by induction on the structure of ϕ.
– For a predicate formula, define
A, ν

R(x1 , . . . , xn )

(4)

to be true if there is some node w in the frame such that the local model
in w has R in its vocabulary and R(x1 , . . . , xn ) holds in that local model,
under the valuation ν. Using the assumptions that the frame is S-directed,
and that the labelling by local models is weakly S-supported, one can show
that this definition does not depend on the choice of v, i.e. if it R(x1 , . . . , xn )
holds in some local model whose vocabulary contains R, then it holds in all
local models whose vocabulary contains R.
– Negation is defined in the standard way.
– For an orbit-finite disjunction, define
_
A, ν
ϕi
i∈I

to be true if there is some finite set of atoms T ⊇ S, a submodel B of A that
is T -stratified, and some i ∈ I such that ϕi is T -supported and
ϕi .

B, ν

The definition for conjunction is obtained by using De Morgan’s law.
– For a existential quantification, we define
∃x.ϕ(x)

A, ν

to be true if there is some finite set of atoms T ⊇ S, a submodel B of A that
is T -stratified, and some T -supported element a in the universe of the local
model in the root of B such that
B, ν[x → a]

ϕ(x)

The definition for ∀ is obtained by using De Morgan’s law.
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Running example.[A stratified model describing a data word] We will describe
a ∅-stratified model, call it A, that describes a data word (for equality atoms)
where all letters are different. The frame is non-repeating sequences of atoms,
which was shown in Example 4 to be ultimately directed. In a node a0 · · · an of
the frame, the local model looks as follows. The universe is always the natural
numbers, regardless of the node (the universe is not built using atoms, i.e. all of
its elements have empty support). The vocabulary contains the order predicate
<, regardless of the node, which is interpreted in the standard way. Furthermore,
the vocabulary contains the predicates a0 (x), . . . , an (x), which are interpreted so
that predicate ai (x) holds exactly in position i, and nowhere else. In particular,
each local model has only finitely many positions satisfying the unary predicates.
Recall the property “< is a linear order and every atom appears in exactly
one position”, which was studied previously in the running example, and which
is expressed by the sentence
^
^
ϕ< ∧
∃x a(x) ∧
∀x a(x) ⇒ ¬b(x).
a∈A

a6=b∈A

This property was false in all legal flat models, but it is true in the stratified
model A we have just described. To illustrate the semantics, we show that
^
∃x a(x).
A
a∈A

(There are no free variables, so there is no valuation.) Recall that
is not
defined for any choice of model and formula: the formula needs to be supported
by a set S such that the model is S-stratified. In this case, the formula has
empty support
V and the model is ∅-stratified, so is defined. By unravelling the
semantics of , we need to show that for every atom a ∈ A, and every node
a1 · · · an in the model, if the submodel A|≥a0 ···an is S-stratified for some S 3 a,
then that submodel satisfies ∃x a(x). It is not difficult to see that the submodel
in node a0 · · · an is S-stratified for some S 3 a if and only if a ∈ {a0 · · · an }. Such
submodels satisfy ∃x a(x). Observe that even when a is fixed, then the position
x that satisfies a(x) will depend on the choice of the node a0 · · · an . For instance,
if the node is chosen to be abc then x will be the position zero, and if the node
is chosen to be cba then x will be position two. 
Running example.[An “isomorphic” model] Choose some bijection f of the natural numbers. Consider a ∅-stratified model that is defined the same way as in
the previous example, with the difference that in node a0 · · · an , the predicate
ai (x) holds exactly in position f (i). One can show that this model satisfies the
same sentences as the previous one. 
Stratified models are equivalent to (possibly illegal) flat models The following
theorem shows stratified models are equivalent to (possibly illegal) flat models
that (possibly illegal) flat models, at least when restricted to uniformly supported
sets of sentences. A set is called uniformly supported if there is some support S
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that supports all elements of the set. Every finite set of sentences is uniformly
supported.
Theorem 2. Let Γ be a uniformly finitely supported set of sentences of firstorder logic with orbit-finite boolean operations. Then Γ has a (possibly illegal)
flat model if and only if it has a stratified model.
The following proposition shows the left-to-right implication in Theorem 2.
Proposition 1. Let S be a finite support.
1. For every (possibly illegal) flat model there is an S-stratified model which
satisfies the same S-supported sentences.
2. For every S-stratified model there is a (possibly illegal) flat model which
satisfies the same S-supported sentences.
In the proof of the first item in the proposition, we construct a stratified
model satisfying the following properties: all local models have the same universe; all elements of this universe have empty support; the frame is obtained
from Example 7. Therefore, Theorem 2 would still be true under a definition of
stratified model that would require these properties.
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